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Disclaimer: This literature review was produced as part of the UBC Sustainability
Scholars Program, a partnership between the University of British Columbia and various
local governments and organizations in support of providing graduate students with
opportunities to do applied research on projects that advance sustainability across the
region. This project was conducted under the mentorship of Sierra Club BC. The
opinions and recommendations in this document and any errors are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of Sierra Club BC, or the University of British
Columbia.

Description of cover art: The cover art for this document depicts Raven, Wild Man, and
Wild Woman in a canoe together with five paddles. Raven is perched on the bow of the
canoe (which is facing left), four paddles point up towards the sky, and Wild Man and
Woman sit at the stern holding the final paddle which also points towards the stern
(facing right). The background of the art is an photograph of the Nuu-Chah-Nulth
afternoon sun over some distant islands and the Pacific Ocean, meaning this photo
faces West. The sun is behind the second sky-facing paddle. In the foreground, the
branches of evergreen trees frame both the left and right sides of the image. The
sunshine reflects in the water that is seen below the canoe. There are also some black
rocky bluffs at the bottom left side of the photo. Four salmon of different sizes are in the
water below the canoe, swimming towards the right. The title text is split into a line on
the top right that reads “consider how we paddle together” and on the bottom left
reading “a pathway forward…”.

I extend my gratitude to: auntie char, Fiona, nettle, Okanagan sage, Odette, Mack,
Lizzie, Gloria, Callie, Točka, the caterpillar I saw on our first walk, Karmella, Suna,
salmonberry, blackberry, my car, my bike, my parents' electric car, nanay, dad, Christine,
Jackson, cedar tree, fir tree, huckleberry, fern, frog's ear, Ascher, Haya, Shelley, Flossie,
Gabrielle, Aurora, Hannah, David, my laptop, nona, tatang, caterpillar 2, Jacquie, Karen,
Linda, the Naam, soy, honeybee, bumblebee, wild rose, spider, salmon, orca, seagull,
bear, coyote, wolf, swan, eagle, raven (specifically the 2 in my neighbour's tree), crow,
squirrel, sunflower, bee, hummingbird.
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Welcome

Hello and welcome to this summary document. My name is Melissa Plišić, my

pronouns are they, she, and siya1. I am a queer, second-generation immigrant-settler in

colonial “British Columbia”. I had two Filipina/o/x grandparents and two Croatian

grandparents. I am writing this from the unceded, active2 lands of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm,

Sḵwx̱wú7mesh, and səl̓ílwətaʔɬ nations, colloquially/ colonially known as “North

Vancouver”. As a graduate-level post-secondary student at the University of British

Columbia (UBC), this work is implicated in another level of the ongoing settler

occupation of xʷməθkʷəy̓əm, Sḵwx̱wú7mesh, Stó:lō, səl̓ílwətaʔɬ, Syilx lands, and many

neighbouring nations. I am taking the time to introduce myself to you in this way to

follow Coast Salish protocol (as was taught to me by my mentor for this project,

kQwa’ste’not~3 , and her niece, Slii’em’tunaat4) and queer protocol.

This summary for Consider How We Paddle Together: A Pathway Forward

(CHWPT) follows Charlene’s Indigenous Reflected Oral Guide for Prezi (Appendix A). I

highly encourage you to engage with the non-abridged versions of this work available

on UBC and Sierra Club BC’s website, as that is where the real learning may begin.

Context of the Work

Centering Indigenous knowledges in the context of the changing climate reveals

how processes of (settler) colonialism are linked to environmental degradation. Initial

(North) American settler terraforming was contingent upon chattel slavery and land

disposession (Davis and Todd 770). If we understand settler colonialism to be about

4 Her colonial name is Lizzie Thorne.

3 Her colonial name is charlene george. She also goes by char, Aunty, gramma, and many other
names depending on what hat she is wearing. char is a member of the tSouke nation.

2 Many thanks to Xanalas for the insight about using this language for land acknowledgements.
1 Siya (pronounced “shah”) is a Tagalog personal pronoun.
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transforming Indigenous lands to fit the agendas and appetites of colonizers, then

settler colonialism is by definition “climate change”. This means that if we are to fully

realize meaningful climate action, we must foreground decolonization, which prioritizes

Indigenous sovereignty and Land Back, Black solidarity and reparations, and

“fundamentally questions the bounds and the legitimacy of the nation-state structure

itself” (774).

Settler colonial extractive views of colonized lands stands in stark contrast to

Indigenous perspectives that have an “embedded ecological perspective”, which “ties

into concepts of ecological balance that extend beyond the mere physical environment”

(Tanaka 154). Maracle explains that from the Coast Salish standpoint, “our conditions

and the health of our bodies are linked to the earth, the sea, the sky and all humans. To

imagine we are disconnected is to delude ourselves. Yet Western scholarly practice

generally disconnects objects and subjects of study in its pursuit of history” (Maracle

59). This scholarly context is one of the places I am directly writing to, as asked by

Odette and Mack from xʷməθkʷəy̓əm.

The assimilation of decolonization into settler social institutions is antithetical to

Indigenous sovereignty. Our (the UBC community’s) lack of knowledge about proper

protocol for approaching xʷməθkʷəy̓əm has resulted in a parasitic relationship where we

feel entitled to labour from xʷməθkʷəy̓əm when we want to check off our

“decolonization” or “equity and inclusion” check-boxes; it often is the result of panicked
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last-minute considerations5. The fact of the matter is that we are swamping

xʷməθkʷəy̓əm in requests for doing all the heavy-paddling work of decolonizing for us.

Celebrating the Good Work Before Me

CHWPT builds upon work done by Elizabeth Jackson and kQwa’ste’not~ during

the last solar calendar, titled A Pathway Together (APT). This work was done to “help to

bridge the gaps that have divided the mainstream environmental movement from

Indigenous and diverse populations”, and was also supported by UBC and Sierra Club

BC (Jackson 5). I have endeavoured to meet Jackson’s suggestion that ENGO’s and

higher education institutions need another invitation to begin their decolonization

processes; I designed CHWPT to address her call for “a next step [that] will start with

specific critical thinking and guiding thought based on education silos, deeper

connections, personal responsibility, and awareness…” (5–6). CHWPT also extends

aunty char’s prior work, Seeing Through Watcher’s Eyes (STWE), an online Coast

Salish learning tool. The STWE Prezi presents “an authentic Indigenous world view that

retains its integrity and meaning” (kQwa’ste’not~, Rebuilding Our THEE LELUM 5). I

have used STWE as a source throughout this literature review, and I encourage you to

explore it and APT after this work.

Announcing Intentions

CHWPT is a process guide/ bridging tool that I was tasked to create by and

alongside aunty char. Our intention with CHWPT is to invite people into a process of

transformational learning where we might become more self-aware about how

5The scare quotes signify the trend identified by Tuck and Yang, that “is the ease with which the
language of decolonization has been superficially adopted into education and other social sciences” so
that it eclipses “Indigenous peoples, [their] struggles for the recognition of [their] sovereignty, or the
contributions of Indigenous intellectuals and activists to theories and frameworks of decolonization” (2,
emphasis mine).
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Western value systems and possession-based worldviews deeply inform the

so-called “Anthropocene”. My intention with this work is to model how one might centre

Indigenous6 and diverse knowledges in work regarding our changing climate, which is a

need stressed in the work done last year by Elizabeth Jackson. CHWPT focuses on

how to take the first step towards building meaningful relationships with Indigenous

nations and all others around us.

Asking Advice

As a settler, I am doing this work to answer the “continued calls for

non-indigenous people to engage in good relations” where I am “acting out of obligation

to the indigenous collective” (TallBear). Over the past moons as I have experienced

transformational learning, I have done my best to implement decolonial research

methodologies. As Sunseri explains, scholars using decolonial methodologies,

“‘research back’ - a process whereby the researcher firstly acknowledges that

Indigenous peoples have been constructed and represented in negative ways and that

power and knowledge are interconnected,” so that “an analysis of colonialism” is central

to their work (Sunseri 97).

During my mid-point project presentation for this work, one of the questions I

received from a fellow scholar was what I did for this job on a day-to-day basis. My

answer was: it’s a lot of reading, building relationships, and following auntie char around

to meet with local nations where I sit down, shut up, and listen.

After spending so much time with auntie char while doing this work, I have come

to learn that “Coast Salish practice invites all to experience a ‘new day’ (íy sc̸áćel). This

6 As a settler, I capitalize the “I” when referring to Indigenous nations. If I am citing an Indigenous
scholar who has not capitalized it, I leave it as is.
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can be interpreted as transforming oneself” (kQwa’ste’not~, Rebuilding Our THEE

LELUM 5). This type of learning is something that I had not done in a long time. As

Tanaka identifies, “Indigenous approaches can be useful not only for [learners] of

Aboriginal heritage but also for all learners, especially those who are steeped in the

traditions of the dominant Western paradigm” (6). At the end of the day I am a subject of

the West, so learning in a different pedagogical context comes with growing pains, for

“to open a space for education to transform, a new model of thinking needs to be invited

to the table. Change or transformation is not easy or comfortable for most”

(kQwa’ste’not~, “Char`s Blog”).

Whole Listening

The teachings in the story of Raven’s transformation have guided me from the

outset of this project (kQwa’ste’not~, STWE 91). While Raven is most famous for his

tricksy antics, he is also an important “harbinger of change and a metaphor for social

transformation. She calls us to forever grow and change'' (Maracle 99). The simplifying

of Raven’s multitudes into a simple trickster figure is one of the effects of colonial

extraction of knowledge (discussed in CHWPT section Siloing Severely Limits What’s

Possible). In addition to being a trickster and a transformer, he also reminds us of our

responsibilities of taking care of our homes shared with many beings:

Raven is also the ultimate preserver. She teaches us to cling to images of

environmental responsibility and spiritual responsiveness. She reminds us that

we gave spirit-to-spirit relations with all beings. She reminds us that all things

have a spirit. They begin with their aliveness and they die. ‘Are these rocks

alive?’ this white man asks. ‘I don’t think so,’ the old man replies. ‘Some of them
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must be dead’ (Oratory). Raven calls us to assert our belief inside our own world.

Raven calls us to take on the responsibility of cherishing the environment,

nurturing it and ending wanton environmental destruction. (Maracle 103)

Leanne Simpson’s story “Good Neighbours” frames settler colonialism from a

Nishnaabeg perspective. This perspective reveals how “the problem was the

neighbours – those ones who moved in beside the Nishnaabeg” (Simpson 39).

Decentering and de-normalizing settler practices invites critical self reflection, where we

might realize that extractive mindsets “...also makes this really-bad-medicine soup that

make everybody sick - even those animals and the fish. Everybody. It was a slow kind of

sickness, that one, the kind that sneaks up on you” (Simpson 40). Simpson’s

perspective also illuminates how Indigenous peoples have continually made

opportunities for settlers to form respectful relationships, which has gone unreciprocated

(40). Yet when settlers are confronted with their bad behaviours, we become defensive

and play the victim7.

Reflection

Through the process of decolonizing our thinking we will regain our strength as a

people working together ~ our SNWÍȽ. Standing strong with our SNWÍȽ, we will

be able to work with the others in our canoe to begin building a way to transform

education to ways of knowing and being.  This will happen when we are able to

nurture the many ways, including but not limited to Euro-American, that learning

can occur. Our canoe can paddle strongly towards our collective future with a

better balance. (kQwa’ste’not~, “Char`s Blog”)

7 Another salient example of this is Andrew Scheer’s comments about how those protesting in
solidarity with Wet’suwet’en land defenders need to “check their privilege” and that they are “holding the
country’s economy hostage”.
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It has been an honour to do this work for UBC and Sierra Club BC, but mostly for

xʷməθkʷəy̓əm; I have only the highest gratitude for the host nations. What was

witnessed at the ceremony for gifting both my and Fiona’s work to UBC was a great

exchange of wealth: a wealth of relationships, of knowledge, of caretaking, of song, of

tenderness, a few quarters, and of gratitude. Those who work in the silo of

“environmentalism” showed up and have begun making connections beyond what was

thought to be possible. They know there is much work to do, and I hope that my tools

will nurture their journeys. When we misstep, we hold each other and ourselves

accountable and take the next steps to reconcile that harm. The work that I gifted today

came from my heart, and in my voice I have brought the voices of all the beings whose

wisdom is normally either extracted or ignored. When we come together like this, we

support each other in our journeys toward being better humans. Throughout the

ceremony, gifts were passed out in a counter-clockwise direction as per Coast Salish

protocol - opposite of the norm of Western society. The question is, how are we going to

collectively act in a way that changes the course of the current path that cannot sustain

us? We might find the strength to do so with the wisdom and spirits of our grandparents.

And finally, but most importantly, the land is sacred. Yes, even the land that has been

dubbed “Main Mall '' with all its dry grass and diagonal sidewalks. You can build a thee

lelum anywhere, because everywhere you go is sacred.
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Appendix A: Charlene’s Indigenous Reflected Oral Guide for Prezi
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Appendix B: Thee lelum
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